A proposed comprehensive classification of tuberculosis disease severity in children.
Tuberculosis (TB) in children has conventionally been classified as pulmonary TB (PTB) and extrapulmonary TB (EPTB) disease, including disseminated TB (TB meningitis and miliary disease). There is no existing approach that comprehensively characterizes the spectrum and severity of pediatric TB. This limits accurate classification of patients and comparison across cohorts. To develop a classification of pediatric TB that reflects the spectrum and severity of clinical disease better than currently available approaches. We propose a framework for the standard classification of TB disease severity in children. From a literature search, the following sources of information were used: clinical data, bacteriologic, histopathologic, and imaging data (including information from chest radiography, computerized tomography, and bronchoscopy). Each individual disease entity was systematically considered. Based on the extent and the presence of complications, each entity was then classified as "severe" or "nonsevere." As an initial application, we compared the proposed classification with the convention (PTB, EPTB) in a cohort of HIV-infected and -uninfected infants with culture-confirmed TB. Agreement between the 2 systems was poor. The proposed comprehensive disease classification system may more accurately reflect the clinical TB disease spectrum in children, is relevant to clinical management, and may be valuable to inform research on diagnostic tools and TB treatment strategies in children. Prospective studies are required to evaluate this approach in representative pediatric populations, correlating TB disease severity with diagnostic yield, treatment response, and application in existing and novel treatment strategies.